Effective November 20, 2006, Omaha Public Power District (OPPD) will no longer supply Sealtight/Liquidtight assemblies for underground temporary services. This assembly includes the sealtight conduit, #8 wires and conduit fittings that run from the meter socket to OPPD’s pedestal. See attached specification sheet.

The builder/electrician will be required to supply this assembly in good condition with no damage to the sealtight or wire insulation. If this assembly is found to be in poor condition, OPPD will turn down the request to connect the temporary service until such time that the sealtight assembly is replaced. OPPD will continue to make the connections at the power pedestal.

Please refer any questions to OPPD Consumer Sales and Service Department at 552-5830 or 552-5835.
OPPD Approved, Underground Temporary Service Conduit and Cable

The Sealtite assembly parts are available at Crescent Electric Supply, 331-0806.